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Item 7.01. Regulation FD Disclosure.

On March 9, 2012, John Pappas, a director and the vice chairman of The Chefs’ Warehouse, Inc. (the “Company”), entered into a Rule 10b5-1 Sales Plan
(the “Trading Plan”) as part of his individual long-term asset diversification, estate and tax planning and liquidity strategies. The Trading Plan was adopted in
accordance with guidelines specified under Rule 10b5-1 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (“Rule 10b5-1”) and the Company’s policies regarding
transactions in its securities. Rule 10b5-1 permits individuals who are not in possession of material, non-public information at the time a plan is adopted to
establish pre-arranged plans to buy or sell company stock.

Under the terms of the Trading Plan, an authorized third-party broker will sell up to 1,080,000 shares of common stock of the Company owned by
Mr. Pappas beginning on March 16, 2012. Subject to certain exceptions, the Trading Plan will terminate upon the earlier of February 28, 2013 or the sale of the
1,080,000 shares subject to the Trading Plan. The maximum number of shares that may be sold under the Trading Plan in any single trading month is not expected
to exceed 180,000 shares. All sales under the Trading Plan are subject to minimum price thresholds.

Any transactions under the Trading Plan will be disclosed publicly through Form 144 and Form 4 filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission
when due.

In accordance with General Instruction B.2 of Form 8-K, the information contained in this Item 7.01 shall not be deemed to be “filed” for purposes of
Section 18 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, or otherwise subject to the liability of that section, nor shall it be deemed incorporated by reference in any
filing under the Securities Act of 1933 or the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, except as expressly set forth by specific reference in such a filing.
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